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ABSTRACT 
A geometry structure on a category is defined in analogy with the structure 
of geometric lattice on a set. This definition includes that of geometric lattice. 
The elementary properties of projective space are developed in this setting, 
and the correspondence of the elements in a geometric lattice to closed sets in 
a topology is explored. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We generalize the definition of combinatorial geometry to a categorical 
setting. This generalization is in the spirit of the generalization of topology 
to Grothendieck topology. One immediate consequence is that the notion 
of morphism of combinatorial geometries adopted by Crapo and Rota 
[l, p. 9.31 (e.g., a strong map of the geometric lattices underlying the 
geometries rather than a lattice map of these geometric lattices) is indeed 
natural in the setting described below. 
2. NOTATION 
If V is any category, / $7 / denotes the identities (objects) of V, and for 
A, B E / % / , ??(A, B) denotes the set of morphisms of ‘2? from A to B. 
If V has fibered coproducts and {ai} is a family of morphisms with 
common domain (e.g., XL Yi for each i), then (Via<; (ai’}) denotes the 
fibered coproduct of {ui}. That is, for each i and j, the diagram 
Yi A vioi 
01 t t ’ gj 
x---t Yj 
Oj 
* This research was partially supported by NSF Grant GP-11822. 
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commutes, and for any family (Yi -‘% Y] such that the diagram 
Yi”L y 
commutes for each i and,i, there exists a unique Viai -% Y such that the 
diagram 
V,iJi 
commutes for each i. The reader is warned that a given 0 may occur in 
different families, but the corresponding 0’ in the different cases are not 
necessarily equal. 
Similarly, (Aia,; {cJ~‘}) denotes a fibered product of the family {Xi -% Y]. 
A fibered product of {Xi -u% Y] is just a fibered coproduct of {Y -% Xi) 
in +Z”, the dual category of %?. 
If a diagram 
YY\ 
B 
commutes (e.g., y = a/3 in %‘), we say that y factors through 01 and 13 or 
that cx and p are factors of y. 
3. GEOMETRIES 
We now introduce geometries in a categorical setting. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let V be any category. A non-isomorphism X -% Y 
is called an X-point or a Y-copoint if 
(i) ~7 = PT and p not an isomorphism implies that T is an isomorphism, 
and 
(ii) u = PT and T not an isomorphism implies that p is an isomorphism. 
If 95 has an initial object 0, then O-points are referred to simply as points. 
If %? has a terminal object 1, then 1-copoints are referred to simply as 
copoints. 
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DEFINITION 3.2. A (finite) geometry is a category V such that 
(Gl) %? has fibered coproducts, and 
(G2) if X -% Y is an X-point and ,X -5 W is any member of %F which 
does not factor through u. then W -‘+ ~7 v 7 is a W-point. 
(G3) for any X-s Y which is not an isomorphism there exists a (finite) 
collection {X-O& Yi) of X-points such that u = uici for each i. 
%7 is a (finite) cogeometry if ??O, the category dual to 59, is a 
(finite) geometry. % is a (finite) bigeometry if 55’ is both a (finite) geometry 
and a (finite) cogeometry. 
PROPOSITION 3.3 (BirkhofSCovering Property). I f  V is a geometry and 
X -uL, Y, , X& Y, are K-points such that crl is not a factor of u3 , then 
Y, “1, u1 v  uz and Y, -% u1 v  u2 are u1 v  a,-copoints. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of (G2). 
Of course there is a dual Birkhoff covering property for cogeometries. 
But the formulation and proof of this, as well as that of subsequent dual 
results, is left to the reader. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Tn a geometry, a family {X-O& Yi} of X-points is said 
to span X-S Y if u = uiui’ for all i. Let {X-x Yi} be a family of X- 
points. Let Y = Viai and u = uiui’. Then we say that the family 
{X -% Yi} is independent if no proper subfamily spans X-‘4 Y. Let 
X-L Y be any member of a geometry. A family (XT4 Y,} of X-points is 
a basis for u if {Xz Yi} is independent and spans u. That is, a basis for 
u is a minimal spanning set for u. If X-Q Y is any member of a finite 
geometry, then the rank of u, denoted r(u), is defined to be the order of a 
minimal basis for u. It is understood that, if 0 is an isomorphism, r(u) = 0. 
If a finite geometry has initial object 0, then the absolute rank of XL Y, 
denoted r,(u), is defined to be r(uo) where u. is the composite 0 ------f X A Y. 
Each of the above concepts dualizes to a coconcept for cogeometries as 
does each of the following results on geometries. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let X-“+ Y and X-s W be members of a finite 
geometry. Then for thefibered coproduct (u v  r; {u’, T’}) we have 
r(77’) = r(uu’) < r(u) + r(7). 
Proof. Let {X 2 Y,}, {X-O& Wj} be minimal bases for u, 7, respec- 
tively. It will suffice to prove that the union {X% Yi; X3 Wj} of the 
two bases span uu’ since it is clear that any spanning set admits a basis. 
Consider the fibered coproducts (Vioi; {ai’}), ( Vj~Tj; {T$'}), (a v T ;  {u’, T'}). 
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For each i define 0; = o~‘D:, and for each” j define 7; = TjlT1. It is easily 
seen that the family { Yi % (T v T; Wj7<i u v T} defines a fibered co- 
product of the family {X-uA Y,; X-A Wj} of X-points. The claim 
follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.6 (Exchange Property). Let Xs Y, , X2 Y, be X- 
points and X + Y any member of a geometry. If o does not factor through 
u1 but X z+ u v u2 does jbctor through crl , then Xx+ o v u1 factors 
through u8 . 
Proof. Consider the fibered coproducts (ul v o; (ul’, 0’1) and 
(0, v O; {Ok’, a”,\). Since u2u2’ = uu” factors through u1 , there exists 
Y, -% uB v u such that a,~~ = uu”. So by definition of (ul v a; {ur’, u’}) 
there exist u1 v u s u2 v u, such that y1 = ur’~ and (I” = ~‘7. By (G2) 
both u’ and a” are Y-points. So by the definition of Y-point, 7 must be an 
isomorphism. Hence, from urur’~ = uu” = ‘~~a,‘, it follows that 
UlUl ‘= CT~U~‘T-~. So olul’ factors through oz. 
PROPOSITON 3.7. If in a finite geometry (X2 YJ and {X-z W&, 
i = l,..., n; j = l,..., m, are bases fbr X -% Y, then n = m. 
Proof. Consider {X-TL W,}, j = 2,..., m. This family of X-points is 
independent but does not span u since (XL W,),j = I,..., m, is a basis 
for (5. Let (T2 V T3 ... V T m ;  {T2’,..., TV’}) be the corresponding fibered 
coproduct. If for each i = I,..., n, ui is a factor of TUT,‘, j = 2 ,..., m, then 
{XL Yi}, i = l,..., n, does not span u. Hence, by renumbering we 
may assume that q is not a factor of TOTS’, j = 2,..., m. Now consider the 
fibered coproduct (q v TV v TV v .*. v T ,  ; {ur’, TV’,..., T,,‘)). By the 
exchange property 71 is a factor of ulul’. Hence the family {ur ,T2, TV ,..., 7,) 
of X-points is easily seen to be a basis for u. Thus the family {q, T~,T~,. . . ,T,} 
is independent but does not span u. By renumbering again, if necessary, 
we may assume that u2 is not a factor of ulul’ where 
(CT1 V T3 V T4 V *" V T m ;  (U,', TX',..., TTn’}) 
is the corresponding fibered coproduct. Again using the exchange property, 
we conclude that (ur , a, , TV , 74 ,..., T m >  is a basis for u. Repeating the 
process, we finally conclude that m < n. Similarly, n < m. Thus m = n. 
COROLLARY 3.8. In afinite geometry, r(u) is just the number of elements 
in a basis of u. 
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let {A’% Yi} i = I,..., s, be an independent family 
of X-points in a finite geometry such that ui , i = l,..., s, is a factor of 
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X -5 Y. Then there exists a family {X 2 Y,), i = s + l,..., n, of X-points 
such that (X-O& Y,}, i = 1 ,..., n, is a basis for u (n = r(u)). 
Proof. If {XL Y,}, i = l,..., s, spans u, then s = n, and there is 
nothing to prove. Assume s < n. Not every X-point which is a factor of CJ 
is also a factor of uiui’, i = l,..., s, since otherwise {X-“lt Y,}, i = l,..., s, 
spans 0. Let X% Y,+l be an X-point which is a factor of u but not a 
factor of uioir, i = l,..., s. It follows from (G2) and the exchange property 
that {X -‘A Y,), i = l,..., s + 1, is an independent family of X-points 
each member of which is a factor of u. If s + 1 < II, the process can be 
repeated to yield the desired result. 
PROPOSITION 3.10. In a finite geometry, suppose that for the composition 
T is a Y-point. Then there exists an X-point TV such that 7 = u‘ where 
(u v p;{u’, ~‘1) is a jibered coproduct of {u, p). 
Proof. Let {X-uA Y,}, i = l,... , s, be a basis for u. Since 7 is a Y-point, 
{X -% Y,), iC8z l,..., s, does not span UT. By 3.9, there is at least one 
X-point X - Y,+l such that u,+~ is a factor of UT (say u,+~w = UT) 
and {X-u4 Y,}, i = I,..., s + 1 is independent. Let p = u,+~, and let 
(u v p; {u’, ~‘1) be the fibered coproduct of {a, ~1. Since ~LW = UT, there 
exists u v TV -L Z such that r = 0’5 and w = p’i. By (G2) u‘ is a Y-point. 
Since T is a Y-point, it follows that [ is an isomorphism. The claim follows. 
DEFINITION 3.11. In a category, a chain 
XT xo~xl-T~x,-+ . ..-+xr$%xm = y 
is said to be a u-chain (of length m) if u = TOTS ... T,-~T, and is called 
pointed if X,-I -TL Xi is an X,-,-point for i = l,..., m. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let X-L Y be a member of ajinite geometry. Let 
x= x&x,~x2-+ . ..--fXm-$+Xqn = y 
be a pointed u-chain. Then m = r(u). 
Proof. Let u1 = T1 and Y, = XI . Since 72 is a Y,-point, we may apply 
3.10 to the composition X-O% Y, -T% X, . Thus there exists an X-point 
X-O% Y, such that P-~ = uI' where (uI v u2 ; {ul’, u,‘)) is a fibered co- 
product of {aI , u3}. Let 7 = ulul’. We can apply 3.10 to the composition 
X -5 X2 -T% X, since T3 is an X,-point. So there is an X-point X 2 Y, 
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such that 73 = T’ where (T v us ; {T’, u3’}) is a fibered coproduct of {T, us}. 
It is now clear that the continuation of this process yields a basis 
{x-“A Y,), i = l,..., m, for (T, and the corollary follows. 
COROLLARY 3.13. If X * Y is a member of afinite geometry, then any 
two pointed u-chains have common length r(u). 
As a converse to 3.12, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let {X 22 Y,}, i = l,..., 12, be a basis for X -5 Y 
in ajinite geometry. Let X,, = X, X, = Y, and TV = u1 . Define XSpl -r% Xi 
indactively by Ti = 7’ where 7 = UjUj’, (V~U, ; {Uj’}), j  = l,..., i - 1, is 
a jibered coproduct of {ul , u2 ,..., u~-~}, and (T v Us ; {T’, ui’}) is aJibered 
coproduct of (7, ui}. Then the chain 
x= xo-TLx,-T~x,-+ ...--fxn-l-Tyyn = y 
is a pointed u-chain. 
Proof. This follows easily from (G2) and the definition of a basis for u. 
COROLLARY 3.15. In a$nite geometry, the rank of X -% Y, r(u), is the 
common length of all pointed u-chains. 
COROLLARY 3.16. If X L Y -It Z is a composition in afinite geometry, 
then 
Y(UT) = r(T) + r(u). 
Proof. This follows easily from 3.14 and 3.15. 
Hence we have a relationship between rank and absolute rank in a 
finite geometry with initial object 0. Recall that the absolute rank of 
X-5 Y, r&u), is defined to be r(u,,) where u,, is the composition 
0 - X -% Y. Thus r,,(u) = r(0 + X) + r(u). 
As implied in 3.4, for finite cogeometries we have a corank function. 
By dualizing the preceding results, we would first conclude that, in a finite 
cogeometry, the corank of X -% Y, car(a), is the common order of all 
minimal families of Y-copoints which span u (the dual of 3.8). Then it 
would follow (the dual of 3.15) that car(u) is the common length of all 
pointed u-chains. Hence, in a finite bigeometry, r(u) = car(u) for all u. 
DEFINITION 3.17. Suppose that X -% X1 and X 2% X, are factors of 
X-s Y in a finite geometry. We say that T1 and T2 are relative u-com- 
plements if u = ~~7~’ = TOTS’ and r(u) = r(T1) + r(T2). 
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PROPOSITION 3.18. If X 5 X, is a factor of X ---+ Yin a$nite geometry 
then there exists X 2 X2 such that r2 is a fhctor of u and 71 and T? are 
relative a-complements. 
Proof. Let {X -% Y,}, i = l,..., s, be a basis for or . By 3.9, there is an 
independent family {X -% Y,}, i = s + l,..., n = r(u), such that 
(X2 Y,}, i = l,..., II, is a basis for u. Form the fibered coproduct 
(us+1 ” ... ” 0, ; {4+1 ,..., un’}), and let TV = ujuj’ for anyj = s + l,..., n. 
4. THE CATEGORY OF GEOMETRIES 
We now define a morphism of geometries. 
DEFINITION 4.1. Let %I and Vz be two geometries. A map from V, to 
%?z is a functor F from ?Z1 to 0, such that 
(M 1) F preserves fibered coproducts, and 
(M2) if u is an X-point in V, , then F(u) is either an isomorphism or an 
F(X)-point in ‘S?z . 
It is easy to see that the composite of maps of geometries is again a map 
of geometries. Hence we may refer to the category GM of geometries. 
Dually, a map of cogeometries can be defined giving rise to the category 
CGM of cogeometries. Finally, a map of bigeometries is a functor which 
is both a map of geometries and a map of cogeometries, and the category 
of bigeometries is denoted BGM. 
Let us now investigate the existence of products and coproducts in GM. 
Let {em} be an arbitrary family of geometries. Let V = na %a be the 
product of categories. For u E %‘, u, denotes the projection of u on %= . It 
can be proved that X * Y is an X-point in ‘%? if and only if there exists fi 
such that X0 3 Y, is an X,-point and u, is an isomorphism for all 01 # fl. 
(To see this, the definition of X-point must be used to prove that, if 
7 = p< is an isomorphism, then both p and 5 are isomorphisms.) 
We will show that V has fibered coproducts. Let {X -% Yi} be a family 
in $?. For each DI, we form the fibered coproduct (Viai,,; {a;,,}). For each 
i, define ui’ in V by requiring the projection of Us’ on ‘S?m to be ai,, . It is 
easy to check that the family {ai’} defines a fibered coproduct in V for the 
family {ui}. 
Now we prove that (G2) holds in %?. Let X (r_ Y be an X-point in V, 
and let X A W be any member of V which does not factor through u. 
There exists /3 such that a, is an X,-point and uE is an isomorphism for 
CY # /I. a, is not a factor of TV, for otherwise u is a factor of T since for 
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each 01 # p, c’rr is a factor of 7, . It now follows from the preceding 
paragraph and the fact that (G2) holds in gB that T’ is a W-point where 
(u v T; {u’, 7’)) is a fibered coproduct in V. 
It is clear that each projection V---f VU given by c + u, is a map of 
geometries. Thus the product nb VE of categories of a family {Va} of 
geometries has a structure of geometry for which the canonical projections 
are maps of geometries. However, as we will see by counterexample in 
Section 5, this geometry on the product of categories is not a product in 
GM because universality fails. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Coproducts exist in GM. 
Proof. Let V = u, %?E be the coproduct of the family of categories 
{%‘J where (%?J is again a family in GM. So as a set Lc: is just the disjoint 
union of the family {eioL} of sets. Since each g= is a geometry, it is clear 
that there is naturally induced on %? a structure of geometry. Moreover, it 
is easy to see that, for each 01, the canonical embedding of VE in %? is a 
map of geometries and that %? along with these canonical maps is a 
coproduct of (‘37,) in GM. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The coproduct of an arbitrary family of jinite geo- 
metries is a finite geometry. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let F: %‘I ---f %Y, be a map of two jinite geometries. 
Then 
for all u E qI . 
r(F(4) < 44 
Proof. Here, we are abusing notation by letting r denote the rank of 
both geometries. Let u E VI, and let {X-% Yi} be a basis for u. So 
u = uiui’ for each i. Hence F(u) = F(uJ F(ui’). But if F(uJ is not an 
isomorphism, then by (M2) it is an F(X)-point. So by (Ml) if F(u) is not 
an isomorphism (otherwise, the result is clear), the non-empty set con- 
sisting of all those F(uJ which are F(X)-points spans F(u), and the result 
follows. 
As should be expected, there is a connection between geometries and 
topologies. Let V be a cogeometry. We now define a Grothendieck 
topology [2, p. l] on the category %?. A family {Xi 2 X} constitutes a 
cover if and only if for every W 7, X there exists an index i such that T 
factors through ui . Hence, a single isomorphism (X--% Y] is a cover. Let 
{X, -% X> be a cover, and, for :I$ i, suppose that (Xtij -% {ii> is a cover. 
We assert that the family {Xii - X} is a cover. For, if W - X is in %?, 
then T = riui for some index i and some W-% Xi . But then ri = rijuij 
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for some index j and some W-% Xij . Hence, 7 = Tij(uijoi), and the 
assertion follows. Finally, we must show that, if {Xi -% X} is a cover and 
W-i X is any member of %7’, then the family {ui A T 2 W> is a cover 
where (ui A T; {ui’, TV’}) is a fibered product in 5%‘. Let 2-ll-t W be in %?. 
Then pT = liui for some index i and some Z -5 Xi . Hence, there exists a 
unique Z-L ui v T  such that ci = [ai’ and p = <Ti’. 
Let us denote by r(q) the category %? along with the collection of 
covers in %. We have just proved that T(V) is a Grothendieck topology. 
Moreover, if F: VI + Vz is a map of cogeometries, then T(F) = F is a 
map of Grothendieck topologies [2, p. 411. So we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The association %? + T(V) induces a jiinctor from 
CGM to the category of Grothendieck topologies. 
COROLLARY 4.6. The association %!? + T(VO) induces a f&ctor from 
GM to the category of Grothendieck topologies (where 9?O is the natural 
cogeometry structure on go, the category dual to V). 
Notice that both the association %? + T(%?) and the association 
Y? + T(V”) induce functors on BGM, where in the first instance V is 
considered a cogeometry and in the second %? is considered a geometry. 
5. EXAMPLE 
Let L be a geometric lattice [I, p. 2. lo]. Let 
V(L) has the structure of a category where (w, x)( y, z) is defined if and 
only if x = y, in which case 
(w -4(Y, z> = (WY 4. 
The identities or objects of g(L) are then identified with the elements of 
L (x E L is identified with (x, x) E %7(L)). 
(x, y) E V(L) is an x-point if and only if y covers x. If ((x, yJ} is a 
family in V(L), then (Vi yi; {( yi , Vi yJ}) is the fibered coproduct of 
((x, yi)} in %7(L) (V now denotes the sup operation in the lattice L). A 
family {(x, yJ} spans (x, y) if and only if Vi-vi = y and, for each i, yi 
covers x. To see that (G2) holds in e(L), we must prove that, if x < w 
and y covers x but y < w, then w V y covers w. But in this case we must 
have y A w = x, and y is a minimal relative complement of w in the 
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interval [x, MI v ~1. It follows [l, Propositions 2.8 and 2.91 that (G2) holds 
in g(L). 
We have just proved that g(L) is a geometry. In fact V(L) is easily seen 
to be a finite geometry [l, Proposition 2.31. Let h(x) denote the rank of 
x E L in the sense of [ 1, p. 2.121. Let r denote the rank function on e(L) as 
defined in 3.4. It follows from 3.15 that, for any (x, y) E q(L), 
r(x, y) = X(y) - h(x). 
In particular, for all x E L, 
ro(x, x) = r(0, x) = X(x). 
ln order that the association L --f Y?(L) be functorial, morphisms of 
geometric lattices must be appropriately defined. It is precisely the strong 
maps [I, p. 9.31 of geometric lattices which induce maps of geometries. 
That is, if F : L, + L, is a strong map of geometric lattices, then the 
induced functor g(F) : V(L,) --f %(Lz) defined by (x, v) - (F(x), F(y)) is 
a map of geometries. 
Because a geometric lattice L has the inf operation in addition to the 
sup operation, the geometry %‘(L) has fibered products as well as fibered 
coproducts. The fibered product of the family ((xi , y)> is 
(A&, ; {(A,& 3 Xi>>) 
where A denotes inf in L. It can be proved that T?(L) has the structure of 
finite cogeometry, and hence of finite bigeometry if and only if L is a 
modular lattice. 
For an arbitrary family {L,) of geometric lattices, the coproduct in 
GM of (??(L,)) exists by 4.2, but the concept of the coproduct of (&J in 
the category of geometric lattices is problematic. 
Equally vexing is the fact, which is to be established by counterexample, 
that the natural structure of geometric lattice given to the product L, x L, 
(of sets) where L, and L, are geometric lattices is not the product in the 
category of geometric lattices. 
Let L, = L2 = (0, I>, the two point geometric lattice. Let L = L, x L, 
with the natural induced lattice structure. Let A4 be the five point geometric 
lattice (0, x1, x2 , xg , l} such that each of x1 , x, , xs covers 0 and is 
covered by 1. Let P, and P, be the projections of L on L, and L, , respec- 
tively. P1 and P, are strong maps. Define strong maps Q, and Q4 from M 
to L, and from A4 to L, , respectively, by Q, = Qz , where Q1 takes 0 E A4 
to 0 E L, = L, and Q1 takes all other members of A4 to 1 E L, = L2 . 
Let S : M-t L be the canonical map (of sets) such that SP, = Q, and 
SP, = Q, . Whereas S is sup preserving, it does not preserve “covers or 
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equals” since S(0) = (0, 0) and S(q) = (1, l), i = 1, 2, 3. Moreover, 
the induced functor 
V(S) : SqM) ---f V(L) 
is not a map of geometries. Since V’(L) is isomorphic in GM to the 
geometry on the product of the categories V(L,) and %‘(L,), the counter- 
example referred to in the discussion of products in GM in Section 4 has 
been provided. 
Let %T = %7(L) be the geometry attached to the geometric lattice L. Let 
x E L. Let C, consist of all those elements of L which cover x. Let (x) 
denote the upper principal order ideal; that is, (x) consists of all y E L such 
that x < y. Form the Grothendieck topology T(%?O). It is easy to see that 
there is a bijection between subsets J of L such that C, C J C (x) and 
families {(xi, x)] in V” which are covers in T(%?O) and contain no iso- 
morphisms. Namely, 
Jt,{(Xi,X)/XiEJ,X <Xi). 
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